These fiction and nonfiction sea turtle books will introduce kids to these amazing sea creatures! On Kiki’s Reef a tiny baby sea turtle scrambles across the sandy beach and into the sea. Floating far out in the ocean, Kiki is becoming a gentle giant. Sea Turtles An interesting and informative look into the life and behavior of sea turtles for young readers. This book covers the physical characteristics, habitat, family life, behavior, and conservation of sea turtles. Follow the Moon “I’m coming Mama, I’ll follow the moon…” Celebrating the love between child and parent comes an achingly beautiful story that has captured hearts around the world. Baby Turtle’s Tale will appeal to young readers interested in preserving the environment and helping the plight of endangered species like sea turtles. Features an educational appendix of fun and interesting facts about sea turtles. Read more. Little Sea Turtle: Finger Puppet Book: (Finger Puppet Book for Toddlers and Babies, Baby Books for First Year, Animal Finger Puppets) (Little Finger Puppet Board Books) - Mom of Boys. Finger puppet books are a favorite at our house! Whether I use my finger or my boys use theirs, we have a good time watching the animal tell us a story!